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Abstract—As the robot explores the environment, the map
grows over time in the simultaneous localization and mapping
(SLAM) system, especially for the large scale environment. The
ever-growing map prevents long-term mapping. In this paper,
we developed a compact cognitive mapping approach inspired
by neurobiological experiments. Inspired from neighborhood
cells, neighborhood fields determined by movement information,
i.e. translation and rotation, are proposed to describe one of
distinct segments of the explored environment. The vertices and
edges with movement information below the threshold of the
neighborhood fields are avoided adding to the cognitive map.
The optimization of cognitive map is formulated as a robust non-
linear least squares problem, which can be efficiently solved by
the fast open linear solvers as a general problem. According to the
cognitive decision-making of familiar environments, loop closure
edges are clustered depending on time intervals, and then parallel
computing is applied to perform batch global optimization of
the cognitive map for ensuring the efficiency of computation
and real-time performance. After the loop closure process, scene
integration is performed, in which revisited vertices are removed
subsequently to further reduce the size of the cognitive map.
A monocular visual SLAM system is developed to test our
approach in a rat-like maze environment. Our results suggest
that the method largely restricts the growth of the size of the
cognitive map over time, and meanwhile, the compact cognitive
map correctly represents the overall layer of the environment
as the standard one. Experiments demonstrate that our method
is very suited for compact cognitive mapping to support long-
term robot mapping. Our approach is simple, but pragmatic and
efficient for achieving the compact cognitive map.
Index Terms—SLAM, Compact Cognitive Map, Long-term
Mapping, Neighborhood Cells, Neighborhood Fields
I. INTRODUCTION
S
PATIAL cognition provides mammals with impressive
long-term navigation capabilities, which endows them to
travel long distances to search foods within the wide range
of environments and then unerringly return to their nests even
after a long period of time. It is believed that mammals can
learn spatial information from the surrounding environment to
form an internal map-like representation in the brain, namely
cognitive map, to help mammals navigate in the complex
environments [1]. However, even though mammals explore the
same environments for tens of thousands of times and travel
trajectories with thousands of miles, they always maintain
their precise navigation abilities to perform various tasks, due
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to the efficient neural coding of the internal cognitive map
in the hippocampus. The mechanism of mammalian spatial
cognition shows a great potentiality to inspire novel algorithms
to help improving the navigation ability of mobile robots. In
this study, following our previous models [2], which represent
the environment with grid cells, and head direction cells from
spatial view cells, now, we focus on how the cognitive map
efficiently encodes the surrounding environments and sparsely
store information during exploration process when a mobile
robot builds the map of the explored environment.
In the field of robotics, mapping the environment is de-
sirable for many applications for autonomous mobile robots,
including transportation, service, delivery, and search and
rescue. Robots can effectively travel in complex environments
by relying on approaches to achieve an appropriate model of
the environments. While, in most of the existing graph-based
algorithms, the complexity of maps grows with the length
of the robot’s trajectory [3]. As new vertices are constantly
adding to the map, requirements of computational time and
memory footprint grow over time, preventing the long-term
mapping applications. So, approaches to control the size of
the map, i.e. compact map, during continuous exploration of
new places and the increasing time of operation, are key to
unbound practical robotic applications [4].
According to recent neurobiological discoveries, the precise
mechanism for mammals navigation includes place cells [5],
grid cells [6], head direction cells [7], speed cells [8], boundary
cells [9], etc, which increase and decrease in electrical activity
to encode various information of the environment [10]–[12].
However, very detailed representations of daily life environ-
ment are not used. Instead, more course information con-
tributes to mammalian spatial navigation. Left at the supermar-
ket, down the road, and right at the convenience store, called
topographical orientation, which is adopted in the cognitive
map. Neurons, called neighborhood cells, code navigation
behavior at larger scales, which are thought to help the brain
to differentiate distinct segments of the environment [13].
Based on the current neurobiological experiment, we make
the following hypotheses about how to store the map in the
brain during long-term travel in the environment. For the
first hypothesis, place cells, grid cells, and head direction
cells may represent all information from spatial view cells
for different views. However, just some fundamental views
with important information are memorized. Go straight ahead,
turn left at a crossroad, and go straight further you will
see the metro station. There is only the crossroad needed
to be fully remembered in this navigation process. Second,
mammals rethink where they are, which depends on whether
2they revisit many consecutive familiar places in their memory.
This is often that they perform the cognitive decision-making
of familiar environments. Third, after the revisiting decision
has been made, there is no need extra neural coding to
represent the familiar environment. The familiar scenes are
integrated without adding new vertices.
In this paper, we develop a pragmatic compact cognitive
mapping solution to control the growth of the size of cognitive
map, compared with stand approaches. Neighborhood cells are
introduced to segment distinct parts of the explored environ-
ment with topographical orientation. Neighborhood fields are
defined to describe a segment of the explored environment.
In the cognitive map, the size of neighborhood fields is only
decided by the movement information, i.e. translation and
rotation, which is used to determine whether adding a new
vertex to the cognitive map or not. This neighborhood fields
control the sparsity of the cognitive map. We also formulate
the optimization of the cognitive map as a constrained robust
non-linear least squares problem. During the loop closure
process, according to the cognitive decision-making of famil-
iar environments, loop closure edges are clustered through
time intervals. And then, we perform global parallel batch
optimization using Ceres solvers and OpenMP to improve
computational efficiency. Whereas, for adding sequential edges
(not a loop closure edge), optimization is not performed.
After optimization, scene integration is performed, in which
the revisited vertices are removed to avoid encoding similar
information in the cognitive map and maintain a compact map.
We finally removing short edges, caused by the motion noise
and measuring error.
The contribution of this paper is four-fold. First, inspired by
neighborhood cells, we introduce a concept of neighborhood
fields to segment the explored environment. The neighborhood
fields are computed by the movement information and deter-
mine whether adding new vertices to the cognitive map. Since
the neighborhood field is used to sparsify new adding vertices
and edges, we do not need to partition the environment to
reduce vertices of map, and keep the important information
of cognitive representation and fidelity of representation of
environment. This pragmatic approach allows us to gently
trade off accuracy for computational cost including compu-
tational time and memory footprint and achieves a compact
cognitive map. Second, following previous works, the global
optimization of cognitive map is described as a robust non-
linear least squares problem. Even for the large scale en-
vironment, the global optimization problem can be quickly
solved by using the open fast linear solvers as a general
method, not by many time iterations. Third, according to
the cognitive decision-making of familiar environments, loop
closure edges are clustered for computational efficiency. Batch
optimization using Ceres solver reduces the stress of CPU
load and only performs when finding a new cluster of loop
closure edges. Furthermore, parallel computing with OpenMP
ensures computational speed. When the robot revisits familiar
image views, redundant vertices and edges are removed to
ensure no extra neural coding is needed to represent the
familiar environment. Four, a monocular visual SLAM system
is implemented to evaluate the proposed compact cognitive
mapping solution. We demonstrate the mapping performance
of this improved monocular visual SLAM system on an iRat
rodent-sized robot platform in a rat-like maze (iRat 2011
Australia dataset). Experimental results show that the size
of the map is largely restricted by our approach over time.
Our experiments demonstrate that our method is very suited
for compact cognitive mapping to support long-term robot
mapping.
II. RELATED WORK
In the context of the SLAM problem, many effective ap-
proaches have been proposed to solve robot mapping. Lu and
Milios [14] first introduced global map optimization using
pose graph. The graph-based approach models the poses of
the robot as vertices, and spatial constraints between poses as
edges in a graph. For this standard graph-based approach, as
exploring new areas and increasing operation time, the size of
the map expands infinitely. Subsequently, the requirements of
memory and computational capability increase boundlessly. In
the worst case, the quadratic growth of memory usage with
the number of variables is caused by direct linear solvers.
The following researchers are mainly focusing on improve
efficiency for this solution. The sparsity structure of the matrix
in the normal equations is used to enable the fast linear online
solvers. Many SLAM libraries, such as g2o [15], GTSAM,
Ceres [16], are available to solve this problem with tens of
thousands of variables in just a few seconds. However, even
using iterative linear solvers, the memory consumption grows
linearly with the numbers of variables. Revisiting the same
place many times makes this situation more complicated. As
more vertices and edges continuously add to the same spatial
area, this approach becomes less efficient. For now, there are
few works to solve the question of how to store the map
during long-term exploration [4]. Therefore, it is desirable to
achieve a long-term mapping solution that can control, or at
least reduce the growth of the size of the map.
One of the most important ways to reduce the complexity of
the map is vertex and edge sparsification, which trades off the
accuracy of the map for memory and computational efficiency.
Information-based compact pose SLAM algorithm [17] was
proposed to use an information-theoretic approach to reject
redundant vertices and add informative measurements to the
map. An information-based criterion [3] is introduced to
determine which laser scan should be marginalized in pose
global optimization, which retains the sparsity for laser-based
2D pose graphs. The generic linear constraint factors [18]
and the nonlinear graph sparsification [19] are proposed to
achieve a sparse blanket based on the Markov blanket of a
marginalized vertex.
Moreover, besides marginalization to reduce the complexity
of the map, other different methods to long-term operation
achieve effective solution by avoiding adding redundant ver-
tices and edges before global optimization [20], which focuses
on addressing temporal scalability of standard pose graph. This
work is demonstrated on an online binocular visual SLAM
system, which still focuses on indoor building-scale environ-
ments. A biologically inspired monocular visual SLAM, called
3RatSLAM, reduces experience map by removing experiences
to maintain a one experience per grid square density by
partitioning the environment [21]. When revisiting a familiar
view, the current location of the robot is set to the vertex
which corresponds to the familiar view, which also avoids
adding duplicate experience vertices to the map. For adding
every new loop closure edge, the experience map would be
optimized dozens of times by iterative map relaxation for all
variables.
III. METHOD
In this section, an approach to achieve compact cognitive
mapping is proposed to control the size of the cognitive map
over the exploration time. First, global optimization of the
cognitive map is formulated as a solution of non-linear least
squares problem. A sparse solver is applied to solve the normal
equations with high-performance Ceres solver [16]. Second,
when the robot meets novel image views, inspired by neigh-
borhood cells, neighborhood fields are used to sparsify new
adding vertices and edges. Third, according to the cognitive
decision-making of familiar environments, the time intervals
between loop closure edges are applied to cluster loop closures
edges, and further the batch global optimization is carried out.
After non-linear least squares optimization, very short edges
with distance threshold between two vertices are removed to
filter noise from movement and measurement. Finally, when
the robot meets familiar image views, considering redundant
vertices between each pair of loop closure vertices, if each
pair of vertices converges to the same location, revisited loop
closure vertices would be removed. The familiar scenes are
integrated.
A. Formulation of Cognitive Map Optimization
The optimization approach for the cognitive map is formu-
lated as a constrained robust non-linear least squares problem.
Edges are used to model spatial constraints between vertices.
Sequential edges arise from odometry measurements. And
loop closure edges arise from visual template matching. Addi-
tional data can be easily considered by adding new residuals.
Once every loop closure cluster, we use Ceres [16] to compute
a solution to
min
e
1
2
∑
i, j
ρi
(∥∥ fi (ei,e j,ei j)
∥∥2) , (1)
where, e including all vertices ei and e j is optimized given
edges ei j, ei = (xi,yi,θi) and e j = (x j,y j,θ j) are the vertex
state. ei j = (xi j,yi j,θi j) describes the constraint from ei to
e j. ρi
(∥∥ fi (ei,e j,ei j)
∥∥2) is a residual block, where fi(·) is
a cost function. ρi is a loss function, for example Huber Loss,
which can be applied to decrease the influence of outliers on
the global optimization of non-linear least squares problems.
More specifically, cost function fi(·) for a pair of vertices is
computed by
fi (ei,e j,ei j) =
[
e j − ei − ei j
]
=


x j − xi − xi j
y j − yi − yi j
θ j −θi −θi j


=


x j − xi − di j · cos(θi + heading rad)
y j − yi − di j · sin(θi + heading rad)
θ j −θi − facing rad

 ,
s.t. −pi ≤ θi < pi ,
−pi ≤ θ j < pi ,
(2)
where ei j describes distance between ei and e j, heading radians
heading rad, and facing radians facing rad, di j is the distance
between ei and e j. Since there exists relative angle radians
when visual template matching, heading radians and facing
radians are not the same value [22]. Values of θi and θ j are
limited to a certain range, which belongs to [−pi ,pi).
B. Adding Sparse vertices through Neighborhood Fields
Since mammals do not represent environments very de-
tailedly, but topographical orientation, neighborhood cells [13]
are modeled to differentiate distinct segments of the environ-
ment. The firing fields of neighborhood cells, called neigh-
borhood fields, are introduced to describe one of the distinct
segments of the environment. Although in the real situation,
a distinct segment for mammals may be influenced by visual
marks, odor, sound, movement, etc, here, in the cognitive map,
we only consider movement information to determine whether
the neighborhood field is large enough to form a distinct
segment. The movement information of mammals includes
translation d and rotation θ . The neighborhood field can be
defined by
g(d,θ ) = (1+α ·d)(1+β ·θ ), (3)
where, α is the weight for translation d, and β is the weight
for rotation θ . If new movement information g(d,θ ) is novel
enough to create a new neighborhood field, i.e. g(d,θ ) > δ ,
where δ is the threshold, a new vertex would be added to
the cognitive map. For further explanation, translation d and
rotation θ jointly decide to whether adding new information
to the cognitive map or not. If the translation d is large enough
to provide novel information, a new vertex is also added to
the cognitive map, regardless of rotation θ . When mammals
make a turn, more new views should be remembered, even if
the translation is small.
We further detailedly illustrate the sparse technique using
the concept of the neighborhood field. Compared with the
standard approach, if the neighborhood field g(d,θ ) does not
meet the threshold to create a new vertex, vertex ei+1 is
removed, and edges ei,i+1 and ei+1,i+2 are merged into ei,i+2,
shown in Fig.1. If many consecutive vertices meet threshold
requirements, we would remove these consecutive vertices and
merge all these edges into one, which is shown in Fig.2.
C. Clustering Loop Closure Edges
According to the cognitive decision-making process,
whether mammals locate in the previous visited environments
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Fig. 1. Adding sparse sequential vertices and edges. (A) shows standard
cognitive map when adding new sequential vertices and edges; (B) shows
compact cognitive map.
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Fig. 2. Adding a number of consecutive sequential vertices. (A) shows
standard cognitive map; (B) shows compact cognitive map.
are decided by consecutive familiar scene views in their
memory, loop closure edges are clustered. An incremental
way is used to group loop closure edges into a cluster based
on timestamps. After clustering loop closure edges, batch
optimization can be performed and there is no need to perform
optimization for adding every loop closure edge. When the first
loop closure edge is created, the first cluster is initialized and
the start time (tstart ) of the current cluster is the timestamp of
the first loop closure edge. If the time interval between the
current loop closure edge (tend) and the previous loop closure
edge (tend−1) is smaller than a threshold of time interval
(Tinterval), the current loop closure edge would be added into
the current cluster. Otherwise, a new cluster would be created.
If the total time between the current loop closure edge (tend)
and the first loop closure edge (tstart ) is greater than a threshold
of total time (Ttotal), the current loop closure edge would
be added into a new cluster. An explanation of clustering is
shown in Fig.3. Cluster 1 is a normal situation where time
interval and total time are both greater than threshold of time
interval (Tinterval ) and total time (Ttotal) up to the next loop
closure edge. Total time greater than threshold leads to divided
consecutive loop closure edges into cluster 2 and cluster 3.
Since time interval is greater than threshold, cluster 4 and
cluster 5 are created.
tstart
tend
tinterval
Cluster 1
Cluster 2
tstart
tend
total
intervaltinterval
-tstart >T
>T
tend
Cluster 3
Cluster 4
Cluster 5
Fig. 3. Clustering loop closure edges. According to thresholds of time interval
and total time, loop closure edges are clustered.
D. Scene Integration
When mammals revisit familiar environments, the current
scene would be integrated with the previous old scene stored
in the memory. For the robot, to achieve long-term mapping,
another important thing is to control the size of the cognitive
map bounded by the size of the explored environment and
dependent on the exploration time. Alternatively, the size of
the map does not grow unless the unknown environment is
explored. Therefore, when the robot revisits familiar image
views, redundant vertices should not be added and the same
scenes are integrated. Since the loss function is used in our
formulation of non-linear least squares optimization problem,
the influence of incorrect constraints would be reduced. After
optimization with Ceres, outliers would not be correctly op-
timized like correct edges. That is why we remove revisited
vertices after optimization, not avoid adding redundant vertices
to begin with [20]. We will not focus on outliers problem,
since robustness is another topic. We illustrate this reduction
approach in Fig.4. Red arrows stand for loop closure edges. In
Fig.4A, we remove vertex ei+1, and merge three edges ei,i+1,
ei+1,i+2 and ei+1,k into two edges ei,k and ek,i+2. Situation in
Fig.4B often happens, where multiple vertices connect to a
same vertex. As for Fig.4C, redundant vertices and edges are
just removed.
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Fig. 4. Scene Integration. Standard cognitive map is on the left. Compact
cognitive map is on the right. (A), (B) and (C) show three different cases we
remove revisited vertices. Red arrows stand for the loop closure edges.
E. Removing Short Edges
When the robot moves, due to motion noise and measuring
error, redundant vertices might be created. After loop closures,
extra constraints also need to be removed. These points repre-
sent same information. One of these points will be kept, and
others are removed. Fig.5 shows how we remove additional
vertices and edges with threshold of edges length.
F. Visual SLAM System
Our compact cognitive mapping approach is demonstrated
on a brain-inspired visual SLAM system. The presented visual
SLAM system is improved from our previous work described
in [23]. Here, we employ the above mentioned compact
cognitive mapping technique to replace the graph relaxation
algorithm in the experience map [22].
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we demonstrate our compact cognitive
mapping technique on a publicly available open-source dataset,
iRat Australia dataset [24]. Intelligent Rat animat technology,
iRat, is a small mobile robot which is a tool to study navigation
and embodied cognition for robotic and neuroscience teams.
iRat has a similar size and shape like a rodent. This iRat
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Fig. 5. Removing short edges. Standard cognitive map is on the top. Compact
cognitive map is on the bottom. Edge ei+1,i+2 length is smaller than threshold
in (A). Vertex ei+1 is removed. Edge ei,i+1 and edge ei+1,i+2 are merged into
ei,i+2. There exist multiple constraints between vertex ei+1 and ei+2 in (B)
and (C). We remove edges ei,i+1 and ei+1,i+2, and vertex ei+1.
Australia dataset images are obtained by web camera. The
iRat ROS bag provides camera images, odometry messages,
and overhead images.
We compare our approaches with the performance of the
method when no vertices and edges are discarded, which is
referred to as the standard method and the corresponding
cognitive map is referred to as the standard cognitive map.
Compact cognitive mapping process to varying degree are
shown in video s1, s2, s3 in the supplementary materials.
A. Cognitive Map
To better show the ability of our approach to achieve vertex
and edge sparsification, we mainly consider the influence of
two steps: adding sparse sequential vertices and edges through
neighborhood fields, and scene integration. Clustering loop
closure edges is to reduce the number of global optimization
6execution. Batch global optimization with parallel computing
based on OpenMP ensures that the optimization problem
can be quickly solved. Since the frequency of batch global
optimization execution is not high, there is enough time
for batch global optimization, even for the cognitive map
with large size. Therefore, clustering loop closure edges and
batch global optimization would not decrease the size of the
cognitive map, but for optimization efficiency. As for the
step, removing short edges, it is mainly applied to reduce the
possible noise. In order to qualitatively compare the compact
cognitive map with the real environment, the overhead of the
explored environment is shown in Fig.6A.
The standard cognitive map created by the visual SLAM
system is shown in Fig.6B. Green dots are vertices of cognitive
map. Blue thin lines are edges between connected vertices.
There are 3911 vertices and 5184 edges included in the
standard cognitive map. The standard mapping process is
shown in video s1 in supplementary materials. The process of
clustering loop closure edges and batch global optimization
can be clearly seen from the video s1 in the supplementary
materials.
When we add the step, scene integration, the total number
of vertices in the compact cognitive map reduces from 3911 to
2191, edges from 5182 to 2152. The compact cognitive map
is shown in Fig.6C. Although number of vertices in Fig.6C
are reduced nearly twice compared with number of vertices in
Fig.6B, the standard cognitive map Fig.6B is almost identical
to the compact cognitive map in Fig.6B compared by naked
eyes. The mapping process corresponding to Fig.6C is shown
in video s2 in the supplementary materials.
Fig.6D shows the compact cognitive map achieved by two
steps, adding sparse sequential vertices and edges, and scene
integration (see video s3 in supplementary materials). The
number of vertices is reduced from 3911 to 497, edges from
5182 to 602, compared with the standard cognitive map.
Here, neighborhood fields are employed to bound distance
between two vertices and restrict the angle of rotation. The
same weights for translation α = 10.0 and rotation β = 10.0
are used to describe movement information. The threshold
of neighborhood fields is set to 3.746 through the debugging
experience to determine whether adding a new vertex to the
cognitive map. The compact cognitive map in Fig.6D correctly
represents all loop closures and intersections, although the
compact cognitive map in Fig.6D is slight different from the
cognitive map in Fig.6B and C. The compact cognitive map
built by our method is consistent with the standard cognitive
map.
All in all, as you can see in Fig.6, comparing with the over-
head view of the explored environment in Fig.6A, except little
rotation offset, the cognitive map can successfully represent
the overall layer of the explored environment, including the
compact cognitive map in Fig.6C and D.
B. Size of Cognitive Map
Depicted in Fig.7, number of vertices and edges in the
cognitive map grows up as a function of exploration time.
Standard cognitive map is the map without discarding vertices
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Fig. 6. Cognitive Map. Green dots are vertices of cognitive map. Blue
thin lines are edges between connected vertices. (A) The overhead view of
the explored environment. (B) shows the standard cognitive map with 3911
vertices and 5184 edges. (C) shows the compact cognitive map with 2191
vertices and 2152 edges by the step, scene integration. (D) shows the compact
cognitive map with 497 vertices and 602 edges by steps: adding sparse vertices
and edges, and scene integration.
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Fig. 7. Size of cognitive map when exploring the environment. Legend
standard, compact 1, and compact 2 correspond to cognitive map in Fig.6A,
B and C, respectively. (A) shows number of vertices growing over time. (B)
shows number of edges growing over time.
and edges. Dark line with star markers (∗) in Fig.7A and B
stands for the number of vertices and edges growing up to
3911 and 5182 in the standard cognitive map, respectively.
After adding the step, scene integration, number of vertices
and edges are reduced to 2191 and 2152 respectively, which is
described by blue line with circular markers (o). Redline with
diamond markers (✸) shows the final compact cognitive map,
whose size is controlled by two steps, adding sparse vertices
and edges, and scene integration, reduced to 497 vertices and
602 edges.
C. Clustering of Loop Closure edges
As loop closure edges are created in the experience map,
they are incrementally assigned to an existing cluster when
they satisfy the requirement in Fig.3, or a new cluster. Every
cluster grows dynamically, which allows loop closure edges
with a similar trajectory to group together. In our experiment,
for iRat Australia dataset, we consider the cluster total time
interval threshold Ttotal less than 100 seconds to be a part
Fig. 8. Clustering of loop closure edges. Six loop closure clusters are selected
throughout the mapping process, which includes different cluster size.
of the same cluster, and the loop cluster edge time interval
threshold Tinterval greater than 2 seconds to be a part of a new
cluster. Screenshots of clustering loop closures are shown in
Fig.8. Every cluster size is different from each other, which
depends on the trajectory of the robot. For every cluster,
only once batch global optimization is required to ensure the
computational efficiency.
V. DISCUSSION
In this study, we proposed a brain-inspired compact cog-
nitive mapping solution to control the growth of the size of
cognitive map. We implemented our solution in a monocular
visual SLAM system, and demonstrated that our cognitive
mapping system could successfully build a compact cogni-
tive map and correctly represent the overall layer of the
environment as the standard one from an open-source iRat
Australia dataset (see video s1, s2, and s3 in the supplementary
materials).
Our approach allows to gently trade off accuracy for com-
putational cost. Neighborhood fields, which are inspired by
neighborhood cells, can be employed to adjust the extent of
cognitive map sparseness, which can be seen in Fig.6B and
C. Although in Fig.6A, B and C (corresponding to video s1,
s2, s3 in the supplementary materials), sizes of cognitive map
differ greatly from each other, every cognitive map correctly
represents the overall layer of the environment.
8In our approach, we first formulate the global optimization
of the cognitive map as a non-linear least squares problems.
Compared with graph relaxation [22], a fast sparse solver is
applied to solve the non-linear least squares problems with
high performance in Ceres solver. Second, clustering loop
closure edges is used to group loop closure edges with similar
trajectory together. Only for every cluster, we use Ceres solver
to compute a solution of global optimization, which greatly
improves operational efficiency. Parallel processing with mul-
ticores based OpenMP boosts computing speed of global opti-
mization. Third, inspired from neurobiological experiments, a
method based on neighborhood fields, adding sparse sequential
vertices and edges, is proposed to perform compact cognitive
mapping. As the neighborhood fields is determined by move-
ment information including translation and rotation, along a
straight road, the neighborhood field increases slowly means
that less information is needed to remember, and whereas,
when making a turn, especially crossroad, the neighborhood
field increases rapidly means that more information should
be required. Finally, revisiting the same places would not
be memorized many times, but integrated with the previous
memory in the mammalian brain, which would not increase the
size of the cognitive map, unless the unknown environment is
explored. Scene integration is effective to maintain the size of
cognitive map when the exploration environment is not altered
or increased.
Compared with the laser-based pose graph SLAM com-
pressed by information-theory [3], [17], our approach is less
theoretical, but pragmatic and efficient for for the cogni-
tive map. Temporally scalable stereo-vision-based SLAM by
Johannsson and Leonard [20] is also relevant to our ap-
proach. Avoid adding redundant vertices at the beginning,
not marginalization, is applied to reduce pose graph, and
then iSAM is used to perform map state estimation. In our
approach, we cluster loop closure edges, after optimization,
then revisited vertices are removed. And we formulate a
nonlinear least square problem to the global optimization
using a general fast non-linear least square solver, i.e. Ceres
solver. A brain-inspired monocular visual SLAM decreases the
size of experience map by removing experiences to maintain
one experience per grid square density by partitioning the
environment [21]. We achieve sparsification of the cognitive
map by introducing the concept of the neighborhood fields.
The movement information with topographical orientation
is applied to sparsify sequential vertices and edges in the
cognitive map. Besides, we also cluster loop closures edges
and perform batch optimization with parallel computing to
ensure real-time performance.
There are still several limitations that remain to be explored
in our study. First, our algorithm needs to be tested longer time
in the larger environment. Second, although the loss function
reduces the influence of outliers, it can not entirely guarantee
the quality of map estimation during the global optimization
of the cognitive map.
In the future, we would demonstrate our compact cognitive
mapping system on the larger environment in a sufficiently
long time and deploy it to the robot. Also, a robustness method
is considered to reject incorrect loop closure constraints.
VI. CONCLUSION
In short, we proposed a brain-inspired compact cognitive
mapping system. Inspired from neurobiological experiments,
the concept of neighborhood field and scene integration are
applied to achieve sparsification of the cognitive map, and
redundant vertices and edges are removed from our cognitive
map. Furthermore, imitating the way that mammals control the
size of the map is possible to develop practical algorithms to
store the map during long-term operation for robot operation
in complex, large scale, and dynamic environments.
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